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Abstract

The 3-D luminosity distribution at the IP of the SLAC B-
Factory is monitored using e+e− → e+e−, µ+µ− events
reconstructed online in the BABAR detector. The transverse
centroid and spatial orientation of the luminosity ellipsoid
reliably monitor IP orbit drifts. The longitudinal centroid
is sensitive to small variations in the average relative RF
phase of the beams and provides a detailed measurement
of the phase transient along the bunch train. The longi-
tudinal luminosity distribution depends on the e+,− over-
lap bunch length and the vertical IP β-functions. Relative
variations in horizontal luminous size are detectable at the
micron level. In addition to continuous on-line monitoring
of all the parameters above, we performed detailed stud-
ies of their variation along the bunch train to investigate
a temporary luminosity degradation. We also compare β∗

y

measurements, collected over a year of high-luminosity op-
eration, with HER and LER lattice functions measured by
resonant transverse excitation. Our bunch-length measure-
ments are consistent with those obtained by other methods
and provide direct evidence for bunch-length modulation.

LUMINOUS-REGION MONITORING

When the PEP-II B-Factory [1] operates at a luminos-
ity of 1034cm−2s−1, about 1500 e+e− → e+e−, µ+µ−

events are reconstructed per minute in the BABAR detec-
tor [2]. The three-dimensional centroid and orientation of
the luminous ellipsoid, determined from the spatial dis-
tribution of event vertices, are now routinely provided to
the accelerator every five to ten minutes, as illustrated in
Fig. 1 and more extensively documented in Ref. [3]. The
horizontal tilt of the luminous region, 〈x′〉

L
=
〈

dx
dz

〉

L
,

together with the average horizontal boost angle 〈x′

B〉 of
µ+µ− pairs [4], provide an online measurement of the hor-
izontal e+e− crossing angle. Also reported, on time scales
varying from a few minutes to an hour depending on the ob-
servable, are the resolution-corrected horizontal luminous
size σxL

[3], the horizontal and vertical e− angular diver-
gence [4], as well as the longitudinal overlap beam size Σz,
the vertical IP β function β∗,eff

y and the effective optical
waist zeff

y , discussed below. Reconstructed physics events
are also archived for offline studies seeking a more precise
characterization of the luminous region.
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Figure 1: Top: History of the vertical luminous tilt 〈y′〉
L

(black squares), and vertical e− IP angle reported by the
beam position monitor system (blue open circles). The
steps reflect deliberate adjustments of the orbit after major
accelerator maintenance. Bottom: history of the longitu-
dinal luminous centroid (dots), and half of the differential
RF phase between the two rings (blue open circles). The
BPM and RF -phase data have arbitrary zero offsets.

β∗

y
MEASUREMENTS

Neglecting dispersive and x-y coupling effects, the dif-
ferential luminosity distribution L(z) is given by [5]:

L(z) =
2fcN+N−

√

(2π)3ΣxΣyΣz

exp(
−2(z − zc)

2

Σ2
z

) (1)

where fc is the collision frequency, zc is the longitudi-
nal position the bunch-crossing point, N+,− are the e+,−

bunch populations, Σz =
√

σ2
z+ + σ2

z−, σz+,− are the
bunch lengths, and (with t = x, y)

Σt =

√

√

√

√σ∗2
t+

(

1 +
(z − zt+)2

β∗
t+

2

)

+ σ∗2
t−

(

1 +
(z − zt−)2

β∗
t−

2

)

Here σ∗
ti =

√

εtiβ∗
ti (i = +,−) is the horizontal or verti-

cal size of beam i at its waist zti; εti and β∗
ti are, respec-

tively, the corresponding emittance and the β function at
the waist. The dominantly Gaussian shape of L(z) is mod-
ified, through its Σy dependence, by an hourglass factor
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function of β∗
y+,− (the β∗

x dependence is negligible). This
can be expressed in terms of an effective β-function:

β∗,eff
y =

√

εy−β∗
y− + εy+β∗

y+

εy−/β∗
y− + εy+/β∗

y+

provided the two waists occur at the same location (zy+ =
zy− = zeff

y ).
Σz, β∗,eff

y , zc and zeff
y are extracted from a fit of Eq. 1

to the z-distribution of event vertices. Small distortions of
this distribution by geometrical-acceptance effects were in-
vestigated using real data samples as well as a GEANT4
simulation that incorporates a complete description of the
BABAR response, and eliminated by tightening the event se-
lection. Two additional methods provide statistically inde-
pendent information about the vertical IP β-functions dur-
ing high-current operation. The longitudinal dependence
of the vertical RMS boost angular spread σy′

B
[4] depends

on β∗
y+,− because the y-y′ correlation intensifies as one

moves away from the waist; it can be analyzed in terms
of the same effective β-function as the longitudinal lumi-
nosity profile. The vertical luminous size σyL

[6] increases
as a function of the distance to the waist, at a rate that de-
pends on β∗

y+,− and ε∗y+,−, albeit with a slightly different
functional dependence from that of β∗,eff

y above. The in-
strumental systematics are of a different nature for the three
techniques; they are estimated at ∆β∗

y ∼ 3 mm for the ver-
tical luminous size and ∼ 1 mm for the other two methods.
The evolution of these β∗

y estimators and their comparison
with a common set of lattice functions measured in single-
bunch mode by resonant excitation, is compiled in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: β∗,eff
y determination, using the longitudinal lu-

minosity profile (left, small squares), the RMS angular
spread of the µ+µ− boost vector (left, green circles with er-
ror bars), and the vertical luminous size (right, open black
squares). The open red circles represent phase-advance
measurements of β∗

y+,−, appropriately combined assuming
εy+ = εy− = 3 nm-rad. The purple triangles are the result
of fits to L(z) distributions simulated using fully-coupled
lattice functions.

The inconsistency in β∗,eff
y between the luminous-

region results and the vertical phase-advance measure-

ments can be largely resolved by taking x-y coupling into
account. Longitudinal luminosity distributions, simulated
using the formalism of Ref. [7] and fully-coupled lattice
functions measured using a “MIA” technique [8], were
fitted using the uncoupled formalism of Eq. 1. The re-
sulting β∗,eff

y values lie closer to our luminous-region re-
sults. A similar, albeit preliminary study applied to the
boost and vertical luminous size methods yields the same
conclusion. In all cases however, the predicted value of
β∗,eff

y is somewhat sensitive to the smaller (∼ vertical) e+

and e− eigenemittances that are assumed when combin-
ing measured HER and LER IP lattice functions. A fully
self-consistent determination of IP beam parameters under
high-luminosity conditions remains to be carried out.

VARIATION OF IP BEAM PARAMETERS
ALONG THE BUNCH TRAIN

For several months in mid-2005, PEP-II observed a sig-
nificant, systematic variation of the luminosity along the
bunch train. This is illustrated in Fig. 3a, where the rate of
reconstructed e+e−, µ+µ− events is displayed as a func-
tion of where along the train the event occurred. The
time stamp of the BABAR trigger relative to the accelera-
tor turn signal locates an approximate bucket number; the
more precise drift chamber information identifies the ex-
act bucket to within ∼ 2ns. The individual minitrains
are clearly visible. The event rate, equivalent to the spe-
cific luminosity Lsp because the bunch currents are uni-
form within about 2% RMS, drops by ∼15% from the head
to the tail of each minitrain.

Extensive studies were performed to understand these
observations, which accounted for a ∼10% deficit in av-
erage luminosity. In the particular dataset presented here,
the luminous z-centroid (Fig. 3b) varies by 5 mm peak-to-
peak along the full train, reflecting the differential RF -
phase transient between the e+ and e− rings. A 1- 2 mm
variation occurs within each minitrain; geometrical consid-
erations (that ignore beam-beam effects, if any) limit its
predicted impact on Lsp to less than 2%. The most statis-
tically significant signal is a 2 µm variation of σxL

along
the minitrain (Fig. 3c), which, depending on the e+/e−

IP spot size ratios, might explain most of the luminosity
drop. Unfortunately, the statistical precision of the verti-
cal luminous-size (Fig. 3d), measured along the minitrain
using the method of Ref. [6], remains insufficient to re-
veal any systematic degradation of the vertical IP spot size,
as might be induced for instance by electron-cloud effects.
Studies of variations in Σz or β∗,eff

y along the train provide
no additional clue. Empirical tuning ultimately eliminated
most of the σxL

and Lsp variation along the train.

BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 4 displays archived online measurements of Σz at
different accelerating voltages, and compares them to the
quadratic sum of the e+ and e− bunch lengths measured
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Figure 3: (a, b) Variation of the number of e+e−, µ+µ−

events and of the luminous z-centroid along the full bunch
train. The abort gap occurs at the right edge of the plots.
(c, d) Variation of the horizontal and vertical luminous size
along one minitrain, averaged over all minitrains.

separately, at distant time intervals, by fitting the frequency
spectrum at pickup electrodes in the HER and LER [10].
The two methods report comparable changes in luminous
length, with a magnitude roughly consistent with the vari-
ations in accelerating voltage; the absolute length scales of
the two sets of measurements agree within about 3%. How-
ever, the more frequent luminous-region measurements ex-
hibit systematic variations, at apparently constant RF volt-
age, that (unlike the β∗,eff

y results) cannot be explained by
IP-coupling effects and remain to be understood.
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Figure 4: Σz measurements based on the longitudinal lumi-
nosity profile (points with statistical error bars), and com-
puted from bunch length measurements in the two rings by
a spectral method (solid lines) at various gap voltages.

The technique of the preceding section can be extended
to measure bunch length modulation. The variation, along
the bunch train, of Σ2

z and z-centroid, are compared in
Fig. 5 to an analytical prediction [9] of ΣRF

z (computed
from the individual e+ and e− bunch-length predictions)
and of the differential RF -phase transient. This predic-
tion takes into account the actual bunch pattern, bunch cur-
rents and RF complement to compute, in each ring sep-
arately, the expected RF loading, phase transient, RF -

voltage and bunch-length variation along the train. The
predicted amplitude and phase of the bunch-length modula-
tion and phase transient are in satisfactory agreement with
our measurement. Because the RF model yields only the
zero-current bunch lengths, its predictions remain to be cor-
rected for impedance-induced bunch lengthening, which is
expected to remain approximately constant along the train.
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Figure 5: Bunch-number dependence of Σ2
z (top) and z-

centroid (bottom) along a full train. Luminous-region data
(points with error bars) are compared to the analytical pre-
diction of an RF model at zero beam current (solid line).

CONCLUSION
Online monitoring of the colliding-beam phase space at

the PEP-II IP using BABAR data, has been significantly im-
proved by combining information from the 3-D luminos-
ity distribution with that provided by the transverse boost
of muon pairs. The longitudinal observables (collision-
phase transient, overlap bunch length) are instrumentally
robust, insensitive to transverse phase-space assumptions,
and in agreement with more traditional techniques. Mea-
surements of the effective vertical IP β function by three
independent methods yield mutually consistent results, that
can be reconciled with BPM-based lattice characterization
data by taking IP coupling effects into account.
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